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Overview 

 
Although gloCOM 5 might not seem much different from user perspective as its interface 
did not changed much, underneath it is so much different that it is almost a completely new 
product.
 

With Asterisk 13 running on PBXware 5, gloCOM had to be modified as well, so switch to  PJSIP 
has been made. In addition we created a new protocol, to overcome the limitations that were 
put in front of us while we were using proprietary/open source technologies, for interactions 
between gloCOM and PBXware features. 
 

This will allow us to push gloCOM further than we could imagine, as it will create higher level of 
integration with PBXware and enable us to introduce features that were not possible previously. 
We will now be able to expand voice conferencing features to our mobile applications and to 
offer integration with services like Google, Office365 or Salesforce CTI. This is just a start, and 
only a preview of things to come in the future, thanks to the new protocol we developed to get 
user experience to a whole new level.
 

Thanks to all the changes, we managed to significantly decrease the network payload which 
decrease the traffic between server and client. This should have impact on both desktop 
and mobile clients, as it might improve voice quality for users that are operating on limited 
bandwidth or using mobile app in areas where mobile network signal is not perfect.
 

On top of all the things mentioned, our development team made a lot of improvements in 
terms of security, reliability and stability of the software which will help our users to accomplish 
their daily tasks faster and with higher efficiency.
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Supported Platforms

Apple OS X

OS X 10.10 Yosemite
and above

Windows

Windows 10
Windows 8.1
Windows 8

Windows 7 SP1
Windows Vista SP2

Ubuntu Linux

16.04 64-bit
and above
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Multiple clients registrations to single extension 

With PBXware 5.0 users are able to register multiple clients to a single extension 
simultaneously. 
 
 
Users are able to connect following devices at the same time:

 N x  Deskphone
 N x  gloCOM desktop client
 N x  gloCOM GO iOS client (SIP TCP is required)
 N x  gloCOM GO Android client (SIP TCP is required)

 
 
Multiple clients can be seen in Monitor → Extensions page.

Although, this feature is available since PBXware 4.0 only way to implement it was to create a 
workaround. With Asterisk 13 native support for multiple registrations, this feature will work 
same as before, but now users can have more than one simultaneous deskphone registrations 
to a single extension. This will also be possible for mobile and desktop applications in the future.



Multi device support

With option to allow multiple SIP registrations 
to a single extensions need to switch between 
devices to initiate calls as well as to switch 
from deskphone to mobile device while on the 
call.

Device indicator shows device on which you are 
talking: softphone, deskphone or GSM.

Selecting checkboxes for both deskphone and 
softphone will allow users to switch between 
devices when initiating the call but it will also 
allow them to pick device they would like them 
to answer incoming calls on. In addition, on live 
call gloCOM offers an option to use Switch phone 
button to initiate ringing across all registered 
devices, enabling user to continue the call 
on other device. Perfect example would be 
switching from deskphone to mobile when 
you need to leave your office but would like to 
continue your call.

To change default device for outbound calls users 
can click phone icon to open dialpad window then 
cog wheel icon to get to Phones window.
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Better deskphone integration across all supported devices

Although PBXware always had excellent integration with Polycom phones we now also 
improved integration with other deskphone devices. Although you were always able to initiate 
the call from your gloCOM client, small inconvenience was that you had to answer the call 
from gloCOM before actually call was initiated. This is now thing of the past and as soon as you 
initiate call from gloCOM your phone will ring the number you wish the call as if you dialed it 
from your deskphone. 

Because PBXware now allows you to register more than one deskphone to a single extension, in 
this scenario this feature will work as in previous versions, meaning that gloCOM will initiate call 
to all registered deskphones first and user will have to answer it before call can be initialized.

There was no other way to implement this because gloCOM is not aware which of the 
registered deskphones should be used to make a call at that particular moment.
 

Full integration with Plantronics and Jabra headsets

We understand that some of our users require mobility and freedom that wireless headsets 
provide so we worked diligently to implement full integration with two of the best companies in 
the market. We are proud to announce that gloCOM now have full integration with Plantronics 
and Jabra headsets which will allow users to use their headset buttons to answer, reject, 
hangup, mute and hold/unhold their calls. Availability of these commands will depend on 
headset compatibility.



gloCOM Editions and Modules License Counter

PBXware now allows you to lock gloCOM edition per extension, preventing users to switch 
between editions without authorization, which could lead to potential problems with maximum 
number of licenses reached.

By clicking gloCOM editions button in extension edit screen you will be presented with gloCOM 
Editions popup window which will allow you to set permissions for editions and modules this 
extension will be able to use. Selecting checkbox for Business edition for example, would allow 
that extension to only register with Business edition of gloCOM.

In addition, next to edition you will see the licenses counter, which will inform you about 
usage count for that particular edition. If your available licenses number is low, indication will 
be painted in red to inform you of its current status.
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CRM Integration

PBXware 5.0 Call Center and new gloCOM 5 are compatible with several Customer relationship 
management solutions:
 

 
When integrated with any of aforementioned CRMs gloCOM will synchronize CRM contacts and 
display them in CRM contacts tab. Automatic call popup displays contact information based on 
caller id. It is possible to upload call info to CRM system including call recordings.

Call Popup is now being licensed as module
and controlled through account permissions.

gloCOM About page will provide information 
on modules available for logged in account.
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Salesforce  |  SugarCRM  |  Zoho  |  Zendesk  |  Microsoft Dynamics  |  Bullhorn

Although at the moment only available modules are CRM 
and Call Popup, this model will allow us to implement 
number of new features in the future and give our 
users option to get additional functionalities in gloCOM, 
regardless of edition they are using.



Mobile Phone Numbers

New PBXware introduces Mobile Numbers 
option in integration with gloCOM. Users can 
assign Mobile Numbers they would like to 
receive calls on when not at their desk. There 
are two ways to add this number to your 
extension, first is to edit your extensions 
Enhanced Services, enable Mobile Numbers 
service and add the number to the mobile 
numbers list.

Additional way would be to assign the number 
through your gloCOM desktop application.

Adding mobile numbers between gloCOM and 
PBXware is integrated, so you only have to do 
it either on your gloCOM or in your extensions 
Enhanced Services.

Now gloCOM users on your PBXware are able to 
dial your mobile number by simply right clicking 
your contact in their list.

GSM integration

GSM integration is possible from gloCOM application. 
For example: if user is on a trip and Internet connection 
is poor, user can select to use his GSM number in 
order to make a conference call, listen voicemail, dial 
another colleague etc. While on the call user will have an 
indication that he is talking on GSM, and he can perform 
any standard call operations available in gloCOM (i.e. add 
another users to call, transfer call, park, hangup etc.).
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Easy Caller ID selection

Some users might need to change their caller ID number occasionally but in order to do that 
they will need access to Caller ID feature in Enhanced Services. In case users do not have access 
to Enhanced Services through OSC, every change of Caller ID would have to include PBXware 
administrator, which is impractical. To make this as simple as possible we are introducing 
easy caller ID switch in gloCOM. Administrator must set a list of caller ID numbers in PBXware 
(Enhanced Services -> CallerID) for specific extension. To use different caller ID users must make 
selection prior to the call, otherwise Default Caller ID will be used.

Pause Recordings (PCI compliance)

PBXware 5.0 allows you to pause your call recording at any 
point in conversation, to allow you to stop the recording in 
cases when your customer have to provide their personal 
information like credit card or social security numbers.

In gloCOM you can see call recording indication, and button 
to pause / unpause call recording if it is allowed for your 
account.
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Multiple Departments

One extension can now be set up as a member 
of multiple departments. This feature is also 
exposed through new desktop client.

Multiple departments can also be uploaded 
via CSV, when creating new extensions, and 
modified via API.

Agent Pause reason codes

PBXware Call Center administrators are now 
able to set up reasons why agents were paused 
(i.e. Lunch break, Restroom break, etc.) so in 
cases where agents need to take a break, they 
can provide pause reason through available 
codes to indicate the reason why the took a 
break and reason is logged in as their pause 
event.

Feature can be used by clicking pause button 
in gloCOM Agent edition and then selecting the 
reason from the drop down list or dialing *204 + 
Reason Code on deskphone, after pause reason 
is entered agent is paused.
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Improved TLS/SSL Security

PBXware now supports SIP TLS and SRTP in integration with gloCOM. Although some manual 
setup is required on the server, using TLS would greatly enhance your security. TLS 1.2 is now 
being used in all communication channels, including pwproxy, jabber and SIP.
 

FAX Cover Page

One of the interesting addition in PBXware 5.0 is option to set up a FAX cover page that will 
be sent out whenever users send faxes using gloCOM. To set up FAX Cover page navigate to 
Settings -> FAX settings.

This page will allow users to set up Cover page size 
(A4, Legal, Letter) as well as Company name and 
Company logo that will be displayed in FAX Cover 
page.

Additional information like Name, Fax number, 
Comments and Status etc. can be entered from 
gloCOM send fax wizard.
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Outbound Fax History and Filtering

In addition to inbound fax history, users can now view history of sent faxes, and download them 
to their computer.

Users can select for which time frame they want to see fax history (last month, 3 months etc…)

gloCOM Desktop Paging

gloCOM desktop application now supports 
paging same as any other SIP device. There 
is a shortcut, so that users do not have to 
remember access code, and indication on 
the call screen display.

FAX Reporting

After each fax is sent from gloCOM, user can save a report of it. There are two options: save to 
pdf, or send to the printer. Report will include following details: from, to, date, status, pages, 
document name.
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“Shared Configuration” mode

In large organisations (i.e. call centres), there might be need to share configuration between 
different users on a single computer. If this is the case, gloCOM provides the so called “Shared 
Configuration” mode of work.

Only Administrator of a computer can setup this mode and configure account details, edition 
and phone that will be shared among all users of a single computer.

When new user is added, these settings will apply for him as well.
    
When this mode is enabled by an administrator, regular user accounts will not be able to change 
Login settings. This is also a way to prevent regular users to mess some configuration.
    
A simple example:
In a call centre, agents only need to enter agent information such as Agent Number and PIN. 
Everything else should be done by an Administrator. “Shared Configuration” mode is perfectly 
applicable for this use case.
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Supervisor panel

Supervisor panel received number of new features and improvements. With abilities like pause/
unpause agents, chat with agents, display of extension number of which agents are logged in 
Supervisor will gain additional tools that will allow them to do their job more efficiently. User 
interface also received several improvements: set font, zoom in/out and automatic launch of 
unattended screens will also improve user experience in supervisor edition.

Automatic Updates

Our users asked, and we delivered! 

Users in large environments are usually not too keen to update software that works, regardless 
of what new features are available in new version. That caused some issues for clients that 
were constantly informed that new version is available. In order to prevent our users getting 
frustrated with constant flow of notifications we implemented option to postpone reminders or 
to completely ignore new version. Ignore this version selection will stop notifications until new 
version is released.



About Bicom Systems

Vision Statement
We Unify Communications!

Mission Statement 
We provide the Communication World with the most Complete Turnkey 
Communication Systems available by Creating, Unifying and Supporting the Most 
Advanced of Current Technologies.

Overview
Bicom Systems was the first company to deliver Open Source Communications 
Software as Professional Turnkey Solutions.

By combining the best of open source telephony and its own proprietary 
software, Bicom Systems can provide enterprises with turnkey solutions that 
take account of the clients’ exact needs within a very cost-effective framework - 
giving CIOs the safest choice. This mix includes royalty-free software, vibrant open 
source communities, available custom development backed up by accountable, 
professional support services.

The company finds innovative open source communication projects and 
professionalizes the project by creating, unifying and supporting turnkey systems 
with its proprietary in-house software. Bicom Systems provides the resources, 
core development and support services to enable popular open source projects 
to scale into enterprise-class communications software.
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3901 South Ocean Drive 
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Hollywood, Florida
33019-3003
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Tel:  +1 (954) 278 8470
Tel:  +1 (619) 670 7777
Fax: +1 (954) 278 8471
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